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The TeamThe Team

Team members usually include:

ó The Judge
ó Addiction Treatment Provider
ó Defence Lawyer
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The TeamThe Team

ó Prosecutor
ó Probation
ó Police

Differing PerspectivesDiffering Perspectives

ó Each Team member will invariably have  
different training and belong to different 
professions
ó Even where there is some commonality in 

training and profession there will be 
differences in responsibility, roles, 
employer and employment obligations 
etc.



Differing PerspectivesDiffering Perspectives

ó These differences will mean different  
responsibilities,  codes of professional 
conduct,  perspectives and approaches to 
problem solving

Building The Multidisciplinary TeamBuilding The Multidisciplinary Team

ó The focus of this exercise is to examine 
the team dynamics among members of a 
multidisciplinary team
ó Specific attention will be paid to the 

impact of the different  professional 
perspectives on the  decision making 
process in a DTC Team



MethodologyMethodology

ó The DTC Team shall work on a “general”
DTC scenario
ó In addition, each Team member shall 

receive a “profession specific scenario”
designed to replicate the type of 
information each member shall typically 
have by virtue of their role and 
profession.

MethodologyMethodology

ó The Task of the Team is determine 
whether Frank should receive a sanction 
or reward and what that should be.
ó Remember the Key Principles of a DTC
.



MethodologyMethodology

ó The Team shall then answer the general 
questions that follow and report back to 
the training program participants

The Key DTC principlesThe Key DTC principles

ó Close partnership of Treatment and 
Court
ó Non adversarial approach
ó Eligible offenders are identified early
ó Holistic treatment
ó Random Urine Testing
ó Sanctions and Incentives



The Key DTC PrinciplesThe Key DTC Principles

óOngoing Judicial supervision
ó Evaluation
ó Interdisciplinary Training
ó Community Partnership
ó Case Management
ó Program Flexibility
ó After Care

General ScenarioGeneral Scenario

ó Frank Smith is a 35 year old participant. 
He has been in the DTC program for 3 
months. The DTC report states that, in 
the previous week, he attended all his 
treatment appointments.
ó Frank participated well in group sessions 

and left his urine screens on the 
appointed day and time.



General ScenarioGeneral Scenario

ó The DTC has a policy of allowing 
participants who comply with all 
Treatment requirements to leave early
ó In Frank’s case the Team also has the 

option of recommending to the Judge 
that he be allowed to reduce his court 
attendance from twice a week to once a 
week.

QuestionsQuestions

óWas it important to share all information 
with the members of the Team?
ó If yes why?....if no why?
óWas  it important to hold some 

information back from the team?
ó If yes why?.....if no why?



QuestionsQuestions

ó Did you feel comfortable sharing 
information with the Team?
ó Did you feel that your Team members 

listened to your point of view?

QuestionsQuestions

ó Did the way your Team members  
communicate have an impact on their 
ability to persuade you and others on the 
Team?



QuestionsQuestions

ó Did you feel that your Team members 
understood your point of view?
ó Did you listen to and consider your Team 

members’ point of view?
ó Did you understand your Team members’

point of view?

QuestionsQuestions

ó Is there any benefit to free and open 
exchange of information between 
members of the Team?
ó Can you identify any barriers to open and 

frank discussions amongst Team 
members?
ó Can you identify ways in which these 

barriers can be overcome?


